
 

 

 

Activity 1: 

Make the comparative form. 

1. Dogs are _________________________________ (intelligent) than rabbits. 

2. Lucy is _________________________________ (old) than Ellie. 

3. Russia is far _________________________________ (large) than the UK. 

4. My Latin class is _________________________________ (boring) than my English class. 

5. In the UK, the streets are generally _________________________________ (narrow) than 

the streets in the USA. 

 

 

 



 

6. London is _________________________________ (busy) than Glasgow. 

7. Julie is _________________________________ (quiet) than her sister. 

8. Amanda is _________________________________ (ambitious) than her classmates.  

9. My garden is a lot _________________________________ (colourful) than this park. 

10. His house is a bit _________________________________ (comfortable) than a hotel. 

 

Activity 2:  

Complete the sentences with a superlative: 

a. This building is very old. It’s the _______________ building in the town. 

b. It was a very happy day. It was the ______________ day in my life. 

c. It’s a very good film. It’s the ________________  film I’ve seen. 

d. It was a very bad mistake. It was the _____________  mistake in my life. 

e. It was a very cold day. It was the _________________  day of the year. 

f. She’s a popular singer. She’s the ______________  singer in the country. 

g. He’s a very boring person. He’s the _______________ person  I know. 

h. This house is very big. It is the ______________ house I’ve lived in. 

i. My cousin is very tall. He is the _______________  cousin I have. 

j. Laura is a very pretty girl. She is the _____________ girl I know. 

 

Activity 3:  

Fill in the correct form of the words in brackets (comparative or superlative). 

1. My house is (big)  than yours. 

2. This flower is (beautiful)  than that one. 

3. This is the (interesting)  book I have ever read. 

4. Non-smokers usually live (long)  than smokers. 

5. Which is the (dangerous)  animal in the world? 

6. A holiday by the sea is (good)  than a holiday in the mountains. 

7. It is strange but often a coke is (expensive)  than a beer. 

8. Who is the (rich)  woman on earth? 

9. The weather this summer is even (bad)  than last summer. 

 

 



 

Activity 4: 

Write the sentences in the correct order: 

a. taller / than / Gary / Rick / is. 

____________________________________________________ 

b. the / Carol / has / scarf /  shortest 

_______________________________________________________ 

c. the / student / he / tallest / is 

______________________________________________________ 

d. actress / Marilyn Monroe  / the / was / popular / most 

_____________________________________________________ 

e.  than /  Brazil  /  bigger /  is  / Argentina 

_____________________________________________________ 

f. mountain  /  world  / is  / highest  /  the  /  in  /  Everest  / the 

____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ANSWER KEY 

Activity 1: 

1. Dogs are more intelligent than rabbits. 

2. Lucy is older than Ellie. 

3. Russia is far larger than the UK. 

4. My Latin class is more boring than my English class. 

5. In the UK, the streets are generally narrower than the streets in the USA. 

6. London is busier than Glasgow. 

7. Julie is quieter than her sister. 

8. Amanda is more ambitious than her classmates.  

9. My garden is a lot more colourful than this park. 

10. His house is a bit more comfortable than a hotel. 

 

Activity 2: 

1. Oldest 

2. Happiest 

3. Best 

4. Worst 

5. Coldest 

6. Most popular 

7. Most boring 

8. Biggest 

9. Tallest 

10. Prettiest 

 

Activity 3: 

1. Bigger 

2. More beautiful 

3. Most interesting 

4. Longer 

5. Most dangerous 

6. Better 

7. More expensive 

8. Richest 

9. Worse 

 

 

Activity 4: 

a. (Rick) is taller than (Gary). 

b. Carol has the shortest scarf. 

c. He is the tallest student. 

d. Marilyn Monroe was the most popular actress. 

e. Brazil is bigger than Argentina. 

f. Everest is the highest mountain in the world. 

 


